
intended sacrifice. Saier grabbed up
the ball and made a cheesy throw to
third, all hands being safe. Then the
stuff was off. This combination of
punk mechanics and brains was bad
enough, but the real weird entertain-
ment was provided in the Cub ninth,
when they apparently had Benton on
the run.

Mitchell singled and Corriden
walked for BridwelL Bresnahan filed
out Archer singled to deep short for
Smith and Mitchell overran third.
Tinker had blocked the ball with one
hand and shot it to Dodge who stab-
bed Mike before he could scramble
back to the bag. Third-bas- e coach-
ing was responsible for this tragedy.
Leach whiffed the side out.

None of the expected trades or
sales of Cub pitchers came off, but
something is on the fire. Lefty Lei-fie- ld

is sure to go. Richie has a slim
chance of sticking with the team.
Their only duty now is waving towels
in the heated faces of the pitchers
and Roger Bresnahan, who is fast
acquiring a perfect "32" under the
broiling sun.

Heat knocked Charley Smith out
yesterday. He finished the game, but
collapsed in the clubhouse. He was
revived after an hour's work by a
physician and was able to go to the
hotel. Smith will be all right in a day
or two.

They can't beat Walter Johnson
all the time. He took revenge on the
Athletics in the first game, blanking
them with three hits and fanning
six. Both of Washington's runs off
Brown were i,secured through the
base stealing of Moeller and Milan.
Hughes, Gallia and Harper were
soaked by (the Macks in the second
fray, Schang smashing a homer and
two singles. Baker doubled and sin-
gled. Washington drove Houck from
the box, but Bush stopped the maul-
ing.

Chance lost two more to Boston,
four of his pitchers receiving a grand
lacing. The Red Sox rapped 23 hits
In. tfo$ two engagements, EnglQ a.nd
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Lewis each getting four. Leonard
and Bedient had no trouble with the
Yanks.

Stovall's Browns only got seven
hits off Hall and Dauss of Detroit,
but every bingle counted in the scor-
ing and were bunched with passes.
Weilman puzzled all the Tigers but
Gainor, who pestled three hits.

Stack held Philadelphia to three
hits, the Dodgers glomming 18, in-
cluding eight doubles, off Mayer and
Brennan. Smith got two doubles and
two singles, Wheat two doubles and
a single and Daubert two singles and
one double. The defeat put the Phils
only a game and a half ahead of the
Giants for the lead in the National
League race.

James of Boston pitched just as
good ball as Tesreau did for the
Giants, but two wild throws behind
two singles, gave the Giants the
game. Maranville and McDonald of
the Braves each got two hits.

Miller Huggins has found a man-
ager who can use more pitchers in
a game than he can. Fred Clarke
pitted four heavers against three for
the Cards and the Pirates won in 12
innings. Kommers, Clarke's new out-
fielder, continued to whale the ball,
clouting three singles. Jack Miller
swatted two triples and one single.

Claude Derrick has been sold to
the Athletics by the Yanks. Derrick
was with the Macks before he went
to New York. He will be carried as
utility infielder.

First appearance of the jinx among
the Phillies. Manager Charley Dooin
will be out of the game a month with
a busted index finger on his right
hand. The accident occurred in the
second game against Brooklyn
Thursday.

Precautions were taken by officials
handling the athletic games which
start at Grant Park today" to prevent
any serious illness to athletes be-

cause of the heat. A score of train-
ers and physicians were on the
grdund ready to assist any runner

,w"ho might be overcome, The, m.ara.1
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